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We Love Our Families...

…and Our Graduates!

Summer &
Fall 2020
This issue is devoted to
our families, this years’
graduates, and Back to
School! Though we were
unable to celebrate our
Kindergarten and sixth
grade graduates with
ceremonies, recitals and
special trips,
every
graduate enjoyed the
home visits from their
teachers, lawn signs and
surprises! The primary
teachers visited each of
their
graduates
and
brought
minicelebrations with pretty
lawn signs, certificates
and goody bags. Teachers captured each graduate in a photo, and all are
included in this newsletter. The sixth levels each
had a big caravan of
teachers and administrators visit their homes,
with a parade of decorated vehicles, lawn signs,
graduation certificates,
music, goodies and balloons! Some of the
teacher vehicles were
celebrations in themselves, with streamers,
music, balloons and even
wings! Photos of every
graduate on pages 6-10.

Clockwise from above left: Pearl, Mina (Birch graduate), Malia (Cedar) and Matt Gortner;
Anil, Ian (Cedar), Rachel (2016), Danny George, (Willow graduate) and Biby Rajan-George;
Kaelem (2017), Heejung, Elodie (Cedar), Aiden (Willow graduate) and Greg Michel, and
Rachel and Steven, Clara (Birch graduate) and Juliette DePaulis (Cedar).
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Thank You for Your Support
As we did our graduation caravan to each of the

Mary Lawyer O’Connor

sixth graders’ homes in June, I reflected on my ap-

Head of School

preciation of each family and the gift that they have

What an interesting time we

given to us at MSS -– the gift of seven to nine years

are living in! Our world seems

of precious time with their children. Each one of

to be changing daily with seis-

these students is now starting middle school as a

mic shifts and no vision of

composed, curious and self-confident young adult.

what tomorrow holds for our-

As a small, loving community, each of us really

selves and our families. Yet during this time, we

knows your child and cares deeply about them and

have all held our school community together, work-

their success. We feel privileged to continue to pro-

ing remotely and still connecting with each other.

vide academic and social-emotional support for all

Thank you for all that you have done to promote our

our returning students. We are here because we love

community during this time, from mid-March until

and believe in what we do every day and are certain

now. You, your wonderful Montessori children and

that our graduates will make a difference in the

our caring and devoted teachers have worked so

world as our alumni become the leaders of tomor-

hard to keep the students excited about learning and

row. With that vision of a strong future for your

connected with their friends and teachers. We all

child in mind, we are so pleased that you continue

stayed together to get through this first phase of the

this journey with us. The coronavirus is with us now,

crisis and this fall we have entered the second phase

but not forever, while the impact of your child’s

—school in person, five days per week! We are all

Montessori education will last their lifetime. Thank

so pleased and proud of what we were able to put

you for your ongoing support as we continue to be

together for our students and are back to our normal

here for your family.

school schedule, with all our health and safety

Left:
Camille
Anderson works
in the Maple
garden doing
some drawing.
Each cottage
has an easily
accessible outdoor area for
many different
art and science
activities, in addition to a favorite:
cloud
watching.

guidelines in place. They are able to see their
friends, study all their academic subjects and spend
a lot more time outdoors.
This year the teachers are sure to have as much time
outdoors as possible. The primary students spend
more of their days in their cottage gardens, out at
recess and on nature walks around campus. The elementary student pods travel to the Land Lab twice
weekly, and in addition to recess, hold classes outdoors whenever possible. Now more than ever, we
appreciate our beautiful nature-filled ten-acre campus and our fifty acre Land Lab in Pompey.
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Outdoor Classes

Many of our classes are now happening outdoors, in the beautiful fall weather. Clockwise
from above left: Music classes are studying percussion, and from left to right, Eliana Anderson, Lily Beale-Gleason and Anna Chiodi (Willow) take a whole-body approach to the topic! Caitlyn Coryell, Ehren Zachery and Will Brubaker (Willow) make apple cider at the Land
Lab; Mina Gortner,
Delaney
Hughes,
Jordan Elliott (Land
Lab teacher), Curtis,
Isabella
Gingold,
Cora Zachery, Truman Mastrangelo,
Clara
DePaulis,
Sharvani Dhungana
and Olivia Weimer
(Cedar) at their first
Land Lab class, having a tour and making discoveries like a
shrew they found in
the meadow.
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What Does School...

What is school looking like these days? So much is just what we have come to expect at
MSS: a high-quality Montessori academic experience in a secure, homelike environment on
our beautiful campus. Students form close relationships with their peers and teachers, and
every classroom community feels like a small family. Since we reopened school this fall, we
have continued this high-quality education while following all the local and state guidelines
for health and safety. In these photos you’ll see the children wearing masks and social distancing. Masks come off for snack, lunch, mask
breaks, and stay on at recess (unless students are
socially distanced) with slightly closer proximity outdoors. Staff are constantly (continued next page)
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...Look Like Now?
(continued from prior page) vigilant about
these and all the other procedures to keep
our students and staff as safe as possible at
all times. Clockwise from far left: Maple students Tommy Ellis, Anderson Hager and Ben
Anderson play on the climbing dome;
Saskia Enders creates a mountain and
learns about its components in a Cedar geology lesson; and the firth levels have
French class with Madame DeRegis. Eshan
Gupte and Christian Lai (Maple) pose for a
photo at recess, while Siri and Will Brubaker
play tetherball together at Willow recess.
Willow student Stella Urbanski works on a
collage in art, and the Cedar students have
snacks outdoors on the first day of fall.

Window is published by the Montessori School of Syracuse four
times per year unless otherwise noted. Contributors to this edition are our families, Jordan Elliott, Kyra McClary, Mary Lawyer O’Connor and Tammy Panipinto. Editing by Susan J. Cohan.
Comments, questions and submissions are welcomed by Mary
Lawyer O’Connor at msshead@gmail.com.
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We Love Our Families...and Our Willow Graduates!

All our sixth-level graduates are pictured in this issue of “Window”, starting with the George
and Michel families on page 1. The rest are on this two-page spread, clockwise from the upper left. Grace (Cedar), Eliza and Nehemiah (graduate) (father Jason Chao not pictured);
Anthony, Noelle (Cedar), Elena (2017), Jaimie, Ben (graduate) and Anna Chiodi (Willow):
James(Willow), Sarah (graduate), and Jane, (father Gareth Phillips not pictured); Kara Williams, Caleb (2017), Sophia (graduate) and Zachary Randazzo; Ronan (graduate), Pat,
Tiernan (graduate) and Megan Kenny; Meesha (Maple), Monazza, Wadaana (Willow), Parisa (2016), Jamal and Safina Ahmed (graduate); Kara (2014), Kelly, Dave, Maggie
(graduate) and Sam Dunn (2016); Betty (graduate), Lori, Eliana (Willow) and Lily Anderson.
Our class of 2020 graduates will be moving on to seventh (continued next page)
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We Love Our Families...and Our Willow Graduates!

(continued from prior page) grade at the following schools: Safina Ahmed is joining the
Fayetteville-Manlius Schools with her sister Parisa (2016), and Betty Anderson is going to the
Onondaga Hill Middle School at Westhill. Nehemiah Chao’s family moved to Bedford, New
Hampshire, where he now attends the Ross A. Lurgio Middle School, and Ben Chiodi joined
his sister Elena (2017) at Christian Brothers Academy. Maggie Dunn is at the FayettevilleManlius Schools with her brother Sam (2016), and Daniel George joined his sister Rachel
(2016) at Christian Brothers Academy. Ronan Kenny and his brother Tiernan Kenny both attend the Onondaga Hill Middle School at Westhill, and Aiden Michel joined his brother
Kaelem (2017) at the Fayetteville-Manlius Schools. Sarah Phillips attends Ray Middle School
in the Baldwinsville School District, and Sophia Randazzo is attending the Jamesville-DeWitt
Schools with her brother Caleb (2017).
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We Love Our Families...and Our Birch Graduates!

In addition to the DePaulis and Gortner ,families seen on page 1, the rest of the Birch Cottage graduates are, clockwise from above left: Seethalakshmi Ramanathan, Nethra, Aditya (graduate) and Natarajan Balasubramanian; Tabitha (graduate), Matthew, Tish and
Evanny Twomey-Smith; Kavya, Pratap, Anika, Arav Arasu (graduate) and Anshu Shridhar;
Lenny, Edie (Pine), Josie (graduate) and Holly Grant; Don, Rocco (graduate) and Rosa Pinti;
Andrew Teller, Miles Teller (Birch graduate) and Allison Oakes.
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We Love Our Families...and Our Pine Graduates!

The Pine graduates, clockwise from above left on this page, are: Akari Kato, Amaar Bhan Ahangar, Raegan Halbritter, Delaney Hughes, Sharvani Dhungana, Jacob Felver and Isla
Quigley. We are so proud of our twenty-one graduating kindergarteners: The Class of 2020!
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We Love Our Families...and Our Maple Graduates!

Clockwise from above left: Aidyn Graham, Curtis, Olivia Weimer, Cora
Zachery, Maddie Curtin and Isabella Gingold are the Maple Cottage graduates of 2020. As you can see from their photos, each graduate was very
pleased to have their teachers visit them at home, and proud to be graduating from kindergarten!
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What Does Primary Look Like Now?

If you observed in our Primary Cottages this fall, you would not see much that is different
from past years, aside from everyone wearing masks and staying farther apart from each
other. Our new three-year-olds (above, left to right) Hazel Roberts (Birch), Christopher Korbeci (Pine) and Lane Andrews (Maple) are doing work in sensorial, practice life and science areas respectively. Their older kindergarten role models (below, left to right), Tommy
Ellis (Maple), Jacob McKay (Pine) and Carson Miller (Birch) are doing more advanced work
(left to right) in biology – exploring varieties of mammals, the bank game learning, learning
large numeral and quantity correspondence, and stamp game, a material that is used to
solve addition and subtraction problems. All show great concentration and focus, and are
all examples of the flow state as they are fully immersed with energized focus!
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Two Thumbs Up for Back to School!
After being home for six months, students old and
new at MSS were thrilled to be in school! Mask wearing was practiced at home, so students easily
adapted to wearing them during the school day,
and kept socially distant from their friends and
teachers. Though some of the adults were nervous
about returning to school, the students enjoyed all
the time outdoors in our beautiful fall weather, on
the playsets using the outdoor materials (all
cleaned between every pod/cohort) and attending
classes there too! A 6-9 year-old-student happily
gave his Cedar Classroom two thumbs up at the
end of a recent school day!
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